
AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANY ZIPCAR

Executive Summary An assessment of the strategic value of expanding Zipcar business was performed by identifying its
resources and core.

Acquired the London-based car-sharing firm Streetcar in  Internet technology employed. Pass their Zipcard
over the car's reader on the windshield or press a button on the iPhone application. Gas, parking, insurance,
and maintenance are included in the price. Here's an analysis of Zipcar's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats, which should help you develop a more complete picture about the company. Gas cards and
parking passes are also included if needed. Acquired a majority stake in Avancar in late  Strengths Zipcar's
customer-friendly and disruptive business model is what makes it unique. The size and geographical reach is
beneficial for all Zipcar members because it allows members to travel easily from city to city under the same
membership in other markets. Opportunities Zipcar's penetration is not very high, which translates to a big
market waiting to be tapped. Secondly, as the company is able to acquire its competitors Flexcar-US, Streetcar
Ltd-UK , they can reduce the competitors as well as gain those market shares and customer bases from those 2
companies. Henry W. Real costs emerged as the company got going. Given its popular iPhone and Android
apps, customers can easily find cars around them as well as book online which helps drive user engagement.
With over a million members it serves as many people as the largest free-floating competitors, car2go which is
backed by Daimler Daimler recently merged with BMW ReachNow. Their particulars are transmitted
wirelessly to the car's onboard computer system. Apart from expanding in the home market, Zipcar will also
operate in newer European markets such as Spain. Time needed for a concept to come of age. Ford Motor
Company exercises the Five Forces analysis. Less Vehicle Ownership and VMTs in Cities Most cities in
North America have a transportation plan that focuses around sustainability and using environmentally
friendly modes to reduce emissions. Toyota and Ford are exploring ways to work with Zipcar. The two
founders described themselves as conscious consumers which explains why the original marketing messages
of Zipcar were heavily focused on the positive environmental impact carsharing has. Zipcar sure has increased
its membership over time, but it has also done a good job at member retention. I just want to use them when I
need them. The members have automated access to Zipcars using an access card called "Zipcard," which
enables the Zipster to unlock the door where the keys are already inside. It includes extensive 3, references,
plus text, tables and illustrations you can copy, and is formatted to provide comfortable sequential reading on
screens as small as 7 inches. One of the biggest benefits of carsharing for cities is that it supports their
transportation plans because carsharing impacts behaviour positively. Cost Savings for members Carsharing is
generally a much more cost-effective option for people than personal vehicle ownership. How much space is
saved in cities that can now be used for parks etc because there are less parked vehicles? This makes it
important to take a broader look at the company. Drive off, noting the rules e. At home, rising fuel costs and a
slow recovery will continue to be beneficial as people shift to car sharing instead of buying new cars to save
on precious dollars. Make a reservation at the Zipcar website or with the iPhone application. Path to Viability
Zipcar seemed to challenge the American dream of car ownership, and capital was difficult to raise, even
though the concept of car share was slowly catching on in Europe. In recent years, Zipcar has expanded its
business model from the traditional round trip station based carsharing and was offering one-way car sharing
from A to B and free-floating in select cities. Zipcard approval can take a week. Call or text Zipcar if they're
running late and want to extend the rental: the automated system recognizes their number. Zipcar Carsharing
Case Study How Zipcar Was Born Zipcar was the brainchild of Antje Danielson, a Harvard geochemist who
studied the chemical composition of the atmosphere and became increasingly worried about the world her
children would inherit. First, it leverages accessibility, making its cars available closer to where people live or
work and need access to a vehicle -- addressing one of the biggest pain points of car renting. Mobility was
different from those already operating in the US because it had a lot more traction in the 90s with with 17,
customers and over vehicles. Importance of real data in planning. Rates vary by area, time of day, day of the
week and the make and model of the vehicle. Questions 1. Vehicle utilization for most station-based
carsharing services is low during the week.


